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The first mistake was early on with compensated eradication. It didn't send a message of a serious 

nature. Buying the crop was the wrong way. It was the equivalent of emergency relief, which tends to be 

associated with corruption, misuse of money, and no checks and balances. Felt it had an enduring effect 

in terms of increasing cultivation. 

Repositioned after this mistake to AL. MRRD was coordinating AL meetings chaired with AF. But no clear 

definition· of Also everything was categorized as AL. AI not different from normal development project. 

Donors tried to help GIRoA learn from other models. I.e. Thai Model. Came back from visit with ideas 

and inspiration but found it difficult to find support. 

Conditionality was not effective, as there was no implementation mechanism or monitoring system; it 

never worked. It sent the wrong message to rural communities that they could trade inputs and 

agreements. Communities put signatures on a piece of paper but there was no way to implement it. One 

of conditions of success is building trust with communities. 

Saying time is of the essence was not realistic when aid dominated by bureaucracy. People in provinces 

demanded projects but if delay in delivery trust was lost. But aid is not delivered on time, the lead time 

and compliance with bureaucracy. Biggest problem is agencies couldn't respond in time. 

Was of the view you become serious we will become serious. 

Lot of Al efforts delivered outside government- international donors and contractors. Therefore did 

not narrow gap between state and communities- couldn't build relationship. 

USAID 

US Ambassador said amount going to Helmand same as country but how it delivered and its effect was. 

Was never reviewed. The government was never in a position to review. It was weak; MAll had 

problems; MCN weak never really effective. Nor was the government in position to demand review. Can 

only guess how much was received by population themselves. 

(b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) $85 million credit program. Of this $55 million was 

overhead rest went to 2 NGOs FINCA and one other. $30 million to go through MISFA to give to 2 NGOs. 

MISFA told w.ho to give it to and also told not to demand repayment for loans. Refused to take money as 

wanted money repaid to MISFA. USAID eventually agreed. Money given to MISFA and NGOs did repay. 

Other ministries perhaps not so able to push back. MRRD had negotiating power but not true of others. 

Number of USAID projects had offices in MAIL but never ever worked under Ministry. RAMP and ASAP 

were not under control of Ministry. Different with MRRD. Donors worked with MRRD. I.e. EC PAl; NSP; 

UK HARDUP. None of these programs had conditionality says it was abandoned in 2007. 

Biggest disappointment with donors was lack of institutional memory. A lot of things were forgotten 

with change of staff. No consistency in policy. With change of head of DFID, JICA, USAID then whole 

strategy would change. The biggest problem and still is with CN. 

CNTF was mechanism for getting money through MCN and IDlG. Then it was abandoned. It was to 

support decentralization of budget to provinces but stopped 2 years later. 
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Highlight
In 2002, the British government began offering Afghan farmers up to $700 an acre to destroy their poppy crops. But the program backfired as many of the farmers took the money and kept growing poppies anyway.



There was an urgency to spend money but no urgency to reduce bureaucracy. Reduce poppy now but 

disregard as to what needed to be done to reduce it. 

There was a one size fits all approach in terms of assistance. Foreigners read kite runner on plane and 

believe they are an expert on Afghanistan and then never listen. The only thing they are experts in is 

bureaucracy. 

For USAID office a reduction in poppy is not a priority spending the money is a priority. 

Atta did it on his own. He did not see a major investment. He proved an effective governor. He wanted 

to gain trust of international community particularly US and UK. His motivation was to keep control of 

security and keep development assistance coming so he could remain in power. He was clever enough 

to see what happened to other governors on poppy such as Jan Mohammed, Sher Mohammed and GAS. 

Government was not serious on CN. Karzai always doubted the intentions of US and UK. Didn't trust 

them as they were asking him to remove his friends. 

2007 cabinet meeting on spraying. Government rejected aerial spraying. None of cabinet speak in favor. 

None spoke in favor even if they did support daren't confront Karzai in front of international community. 

Karzai didn't believe intentions of international community. Believed in rumors of UK and US forces 

involvement in smuggling. 

Normal development projects better than those branded as AL or CN. The emphasis in these projects is 

to build trust with local communities and this does not happen with AI projects. When poppy grown in 

village not an individual decision but collective so need to engage with wider community. 

Biggest disappointment was USAID programs don't use CDCs, DDAs. Don't engage at this level. Donors 

didn't push to ensure CDCs institutionalized. 

Says NSP generated support because seen as a good program and people reported good things 

otherwise NSP would have died in 2005. 

CNTF MCN behaved as if its job was to save money rather than spend it. 

Dialogue with UK on CN led to the creation of CARDF. Mail and MRRD took initiative. Donors listened 

and responded to views of MRRD. 
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Highlight
This excerpt appears in the story <a href="https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/afghanistan-papers/afghanistan-war-opium-poppy-production/" class="pg-link" target="_blank">Overwhelmed by opium</a>.
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Many people saw the Afghan government -- under President Hamid Karzai -- as reluctant to crack down on opium production. CN is an acronym for counternarcotics.



With USAID there was no real dialogue, it had money and its own implementing arms through 

contractors. Even today with RADPs all through its own implementing agencies. 

Says situation is not inevitable but an issues of leadership. In 2002 there was a national thirst for the rule 

of law, good governance, and security by the population of Afghanistan after decades without. There 

was a national excitement for a government and there was the desire of the international community to 

see the birth of a new government. But government was too weak too lacking in capacity to realize 

desire for stability and national development. 

Drugs was a cross cutting issue in lANDS but lack of political will ruled everything out. Cabinet meetings 

discussed poppy intermittently often around level of cultivation but Karzai was not consistent. 

United Nations 

Been disappointed with whole UN structure. Lot of wasteful organizations created except WHO and 

UNCEF. Others not professional staff. i.e. UNDP if something needs to be done have to write ToR for 

consultants so where is the expertise inside. (b)( 5) 

UNODC. Where was the expertise? 

There is no institutional learning in UN system. 

From 2006 to 2008. UNODC and MCN wanted to implement. When CNTF abandoned they were sitting 

on money. MRRD was asking for money for projects. But MCN never spent money. 

GPI 

Deal between Governors and the MCN. It funded a library in Wardak. In Uruzgan, it funded a guesthouse 

in the governor's provincial compound. There was no direction for GPI; no criteria to rule out certain 

projects. There was no process for community consent. Governors were given a blank check. MCN, 

being a weak ministry, thought it was a good project if it kept a governor happy and the governor 

reduced poppy. 50 percent of the project money was taken by governors. 
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Many Afghans say the United States and its allies missed critical opportunities early in the war to rebuild Afghanistan and its government.




